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The Past:
 

Observed Climate Trends
 



California is warming…California is warming… 
Average temperatures, by seasonAverage temperatures, by season 
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5050--yr trends in snow water contentyr trends in snow water content 

There is less snow in most of the westThere is less snow in most of the west 

5050--yr trends in precipitationyr trends in precipitation 

Source: P. Mote,Source: P. Mote, Bull. Amer. Meteor. SocBull. Amer. Meteor. Soc., 2005., 2005 Source: Iris StewarSource: Iris Stewart, UCSDt, UCSD
 



Dettinger and Cayan, 1995 

8 major rivers8 major rivers 

Sacramento river systemSacramento river system 

LateLate--season river flows are decreasing, due to warmingseason river flows are decreasing, due to warming 

Fraction of annual flow occurring in AprilFraction of annual flow occurring in April -- JulyJuly 

2000 



5050--yr trends in precipitationyr trends in precipitation

River flow is coming earlier in the yearRiver flow is coming earlier in the year 

Trends in date when half ofTrends in date when half of 
annual flow has occurredannual flow has occurred 

Source: Iris Stewart, UCSDSource: Iris Stewart, UCSD
 



““I don’t know anything about global warming, butI don’t know anything about global warming, but 
these ice cubes are melting like crazy.”these ice cubes are melting like crazy.” 

Interpretation 
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Observed 50-yr trend

95%-ile 50-yr trend from 
natural variability

Temperature changes are faster thanTemperature changes are faster than 
expected from natural climate variabilityexpected from natural climate variability 

WINTERWINTER SPRINGSPRING SUMMERSUMMER FALLFALLObservedObserved 
trends from 5trends from 5 
different datadifferent data 
setssets 

MaximumMaximum 
likely trendlikely trend 
due to naturaldue to natural 
internalinternal 
variabilityvariability 

Conclusion: some external factor is contributing toConclusion: some external factor is contributing to 
winter and spring warming in California.winter and spring warming in California. 

Source:Source: Bonfil and Duffy, 2007, paper in pressand Duffy, 2007, paper in press
 sBonfils 



The Future
 

Based 
on 
What? 

My
calculations 

For a 
minute you
had me 
worried. 

I believe 
we are 
entering
another 
ice age! 

Because climate models are not perfect,Because climate models are not perfect, 
we make projections with quantified uncertaintieswe make projections with quantified uncertainties 



15 models
x 3 scenarios

15 models 
x 3 “scenarios” 



California’sCalifornia’s snowpacksnowpack will meltwill melt 

Source: Knowles and Cayan, 2002, GRL 

Projected snowProjected snow 

water content inwater content in 

20502050--2069, as a2069, as a 

fraction of 1949fraction of 1949-
1995 average1995 average
 

This is a typicalThis is a typical 
projection; actualprojection; actual 
results may vary!results may vary! 
Do not try this atDo not try this at 
homehome…… 



Model: PCM (low sensitivity) 



Today late 2000s 

Warming changes timing of river flowsWarming changes timing of river flows 

3 northern rivers3 northern rivers 

4 southern rivers4 southern rivers 

River flow simulations based on results of 10 different climateRiver flow simulations based on results of 10 different climate modelsmodels 
Source: E. Maurer an P. Duffy. Geophys. Res. Lett., 2005 



El Nino in a warmed climate:El Nino in a warmed climate: 
floods in winter, water shortages in summerfloods in winter, water shortages in summer 

E. MaurE. Maurerer, S., S. GibbardGibbard, and P. B. Duffy, Amplification of, and P. B. Duffy, Amplification of streamflowstreamflow impacts during El Ninoimpacts during El Nino 
conditions in California under a warming climate,conditions in California under a warming climate, GeophysGeophys ReRess LettLett., Vol. 33, No. 2, L02707., Vol. 33, No. 2, L02707 
10.1029/2005GL025100, 27 January 2006.10.1029/2005GL025100, 27 January 2006. 



Temperature extremes are projected toTemperature extremes are projected to 
increase, a lotincrease, a lot 

Source:Source: G. Franco and A.G. Franco and A. SanstadSanstad,, Climate change andClimate change and 
electricity generation in Californiaelectricity generation in California, CEC Report, CEC Report 



Summary: Expected climate changesSummary: Expected climate changes 

¾¾ Warmer in all seasonsWarmer in all seasons 
Uncertain changes in mean precipitation amountsUncertain changes in mean precipitation amounts 
zz But important effects on hydrologicBut important effects on hydrological cycle result fromal cycle result from 

warming, which is much more certainwarming, which is much more certain 
Less snow; earlier snow meltLess snow; earlier snow melt 
Increased earlyIncreased early--season river flows, and increasedseason river flows, and increased 
yearyear--toto--year variability in flows.year variability in flows. 
Decreased lateDecreased late--season flowsseason flows 
Drier summer soil; greater risk of forest wildfiresDrier summer soil; greater risk of forest wildfires 
More frequent extreme temperature and precipitationMore frequent extreme temperature and precipitation 
eventsevents 

¾¾
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California is warming…California is warming… 
Average temperatures, by seasonAverage temperatures, by season 
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5050--yr trends in snow water contentyr trends in snow water content 

There is less snow in most of the westThere is less snow in most of the west 

5050--yr trends in precipitationyr trends in precipitation 

Source: P. Mote,Source: P. Mote, Bull. Amer. Meteor. SocBull. Amer. Meteor. Soc., 2005., 2005 Source: Iris StewarSource: Iris Stewart, UCSDt, UCSD
 



5050--yr trends in precipitationyr trends in precipitation

River flow is coming earlier in the yearRiver flow is coming earlier in the year 

Trends in date when half ofTrends in date when half of 
annual flow has occurredannual flow has occurred 

Source: Iris Stewart, UCSDSource: Iris Stewart, UCSD
 



California’sCalifornia’s snowpacksnowpack will meltwill melt 

Source: Knowles and Cayan, 2002, GRL 

Projected snowProjected snow 

water content inwater content in 

20502050--2069, as a2069, as a 

fraction of 1949fraction of 1949-
1995 average1995 average
 

This is a typicalThis is a typical 
projection; actualprojection; actual 
results may vary!results may vary! 
Do not try this atDo not try this at 
homehome…… 



Model: PCM (low sensitivity) 
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